databox

DATABOX may be used as a stand alone
module for network applications or as a
complementary data unit to POWERBOX as it
shares the same alloy extrusion.
A four aperture fascia allows high densities of
RJ45 outlets using the industry standard 6C
opening. Incorporating several of these in an
extended extrusion allows a large number of
data connectors to be provided in a compact
unit.
DATABOX may be supplied fully assembled
complete with cables fitted in the units and
terminated at the free end with RJ45 jack
plugs to the appropriate specification. When
specifications demand, specific brands of
cable and connectors can be provided.
DATABOX may also be supplied as an empty
shell with fascias to allow on site installation of
the data cables and connectors.

USPs
• Discreet underdesk underdesk unit
• Can be made up to 3m in length
• Supplied either fully assembled or as an
empty shell
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technical
Common Modular Components*
CAT.5e

Features

CAT.5e

2 x Keystone
data

Half Quad
2 x data

Quad with
4 x data

Double keystone Half Quad
cutout
empty

Quad
empty

RJ45

6c cutout
*See website for more

Standard Inlets/Outlets*

Standard
cablegrip

20/25mm
gland

20/25mm
hole

Standard Fixing*
DATABOX is supplied fitted with standard mounting clips,
for fixing to surfaces or mounting to cable trays.

Configuration:
Data/AV only
Security:
Anti-Flex system: A unique full length locking system,
which guarantees unit integrity, regardless of the length
of the unit.
Testing:
100% testing - continuity, polarity, insulation & earth
Data:
DATABOX can accommodate up to 4 cables per end
which are passed through our unique cable grip;
developed to prevent damage to delicate cables
caused by excessive bending. More data cables can be
accommodated through a 20/25mm cable gland or via
the rear of the unit if required.
Custom:
Custom DATABOX units can be designed and built to
specification where larger concentrations than allowed by
the extrusion based units are required
Increased Flexibility:
Bracket fix - OE Electrics unique slide clip allows
mounting brackets to be interchanged without dismantling
the DATABOX, thereby giving flexibility to mount the
DATABOX almost anywhere.

Other fixings and brackets include:
- Surface fix
- Snap fix
- Bracket fix
- With end mounting lugs
- With clips pre-fitted on furniture
- Anywhere on desk
- Bracket fix

Unit Dimensions
DATA BOX can be made upto 3m in length
170.0
32.0

36.6

61.0

22.4

44.0

181.0
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